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Stable hydrosols for TiO2 coatings

Pierre Alphonse • Aneesha Varghese •

Claire Tendero

Abstract The optimum processing parameters required

to synthesize, by hydrolysis of titanium isopropoxide (TIP),

highly stable hydrosols composed of nanoparticles of the

smallest possible size, are deduced both from data avail-

able in literature and from our own experiments. The col-

loids prepared in these conditions are composed of

aggregates of anatase (*90%) and brookite crystallites

(5–6 nm). They are suitable for coatings and have long-

term stability (more than one year) in terms of polymorphic

composition, crystallite and agglomerate size. Stable sols

composed solely of anatase crystallites (4 nm) can be

prepared by partially complexing the TIP by acetylacetone

before hydrolysis. It is not possible to produce porous films

with these colloids because they are stabilized by electro-

static repulsion which causes the particles to organize

themselves, during the drying step, to form materials with a

close packed structure. However, coatings with controlled

porosity can be prepared from these stable sols through the

post addition of polymers, like PEG or block copolymers.

Keywords Sol–gel � Titanium dioxide � Colloid stability �
Porosity � Rheology � Coating

1 Introduction

Titania coatings with high specific surface area and tailored

pore size have potential applications in fields such as solar

energy conversion [1], photocatalysis [2–6] and catalytic

supports [7–10]. The pore size and the specific surface area

greatly impact the physical properties of these materials

and can play a relevant role in their activity. For instance,

catalytic applications require a tunable porosity to optimize

the diffusion rate of reactants towards the adsorption sites

and a high surface area to maximize the interface between

the reactant flow and the catalyst surface.

Titania coatings may be synthesized by several methods,

but the sol–gel process is ubiquitous because it has many

advantages such as purity, homogeneity, control over the

microstructure, ease of processing, low temperature, low

cost, and the ability to coat large and complex substrates.

The synthesis of titanium dioxide coatings by sol–gel

process is typically achieved by the hydrolysis of titanium

alkoxide precursors. However, two different routes can be

distinguished according to the processing parameters. By

far the most common [11–20] is the polymeric route, where

the solvent is most often an alcohol and the hydrolysis is

carefully controlled by using a limited amount of water.

Typically, an acid catalyst (HCl or HNO3) is added and

the alkoxide is complexed prior to hydrolysis thereby

decreasing the reaction rate. The shape and size of the

polymeric structural units are determined by the relative

rate constants of the hydrolysis and polycondensation

reactions. This method leads to amorphous films which

need to be heat treated to turn crystalline.

In the second route the solvent is water which is in large

excess with respect to the alkoxide. In these conditions

hydrolysis is very fast producing ultrafine primary particles

whose size ranges from 2 to 8 nm [21]. These nanoparticles
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agglomerate very rapidly, giving large aggregates of

macroscopic dimensions [22]. Peptization by means of an

inorganic acid (HCl or HNO3) is used to break down the

aggregates and produce a colloidal suspension containing

particles whose size ranges from 15 to 100 nm. At this

point, the nanoparticles are crystalline and predominantly

anatase with 10–30% of brookite [23]. This second route

uses a cheap and non toxic solvent (water) and gives

crystalline films with potential applications for coating low

thermal stability substrates (polymers). It is this route

which was explored in this work.

Most of the sols used in the reported procedures have

shown very limited stability (\24 h). It should be empha-

sized that, for a large scale production of titania coatings

(for example, by roll-coating), a long term stability of the

titania sol is needed in order to achieve an acceptable

repeatability. Actually, among the vast number of works

dealing with titania synthesis by sol–gel process, very few

were interested in the long term stability of nanoparticles

dispersion in water. Thus, the goal of this study was to find

the relevant processing parameters required to easily pre-

pare highly stable titania hydrosols suitable for coatings.

From the numerous data available in literature and from

our own experiments we will first investigate the effect of

the main synthesis parameters on the size, the organization

and the stability of titania hydrosols. Then we will deduce

the optimum processing parameters required to prepare

highly stable sols composed of nanoparticles of the

smallest possible size. In a second step we will see how the

assembling of these nanoparticles can be controlled in

order to obtain the required properties, i.e. surface area,

porosity, thermal stability, etc.

2 Materials and methods

2.1 Sol synthesis

Titania sols were prepared by hydrolysis of titanium alk-

oxide in a large excess of acidified water. In a standard

procedure titanium (IV) isopropoxide (TIP) previously

dissolved in anhydrous isopropyl alcohol (C3H8O/

Ti = 3.5) was added quickly, under vigorous stirring, to

hot (70 �C) water (H2O/Ti & 90) acidified with nitric acid

(H?/Ti = 0.2). A white precipitate was obtained and the

mixture was stirred for 16 h at 80 �C. The white suspen-

sion changed gradually, to a translucent sol, by peptization.

During the first 6 h the reaction flask was kept uncovered

in order to allow the isopropyl alcohol to evaporate

(the boiling point of the azeotrope isopropanol-water

-87.4–12.6% is 80.3 �C). At the end of peptization the pH

of the sol was about 1.4 and the molar concentration of Ti

was in the range of 0.6–0.65 M. This is close to the

expected concentration if the isopropyl alcohol had totally

evaporated (0.62 M). In the following text these synthesis

conditions are referred to as ‘‘standard’’.

In some syntheses TIP was used pure without prior

dilution in isopropyl alcohol. In others TIP was partially

complexed by acetylacetone (acacH/Ti = 0.5) before hydro-

lysis. Sols containing polymer (PEG2000 or Pluronic
TM

F127) were prepared by direct addition of the polymer

powder into the sol followed by gentle stirring overnight at

room temperature.

2.2 Rheology

Rheology measurements on the sols were performed with a

rheometer Anton Paar Physica MCR fitted with a cone and

plate device. The dimensions corresponding to the geom-

etry were 50 mm for the diameter and 1 � for the angle.

The minimum distance between the plate and truncated

cone was 0.05 mm. Rheograms were recorded at 20 �C,

over a range of 1–1,000 s-1, with a total time period of

300 s for both the increasing- and decreasing-shear-rate

sweeps. For each sample, a minimum of three measure-

ments was performed. Frequently, at lower shear rates

(\10 s-1) some fluctuations in viscosity were observed,

especially in the case of the less viscous sols.

2.3 Zeta potential and particle hydrodynamic diameter

Electrophoretic mobility and particle hydrodynamic

diameters were determined on a Malvern Zetasizer 3000

using a He–Ne laser as the light source (k = 633 nm). The

zeta potential was calculated from the electrophoretic

mobility using the Henry equation and the Smoluchowski

approximation.

Samples were prepared by diluting the sols with acidi-

fied water (HNO3). The initial pH was close to 2.0. It was

then increased to the required value by addition of NaOH.

No electrolyte was added and as a result the ionic strength

varied with pH.

Particle sizes were measured by photon correlation

spectroscopy (PCS). All size measurements were con-

ducted at 25 �C with a scattering angle of 90 �. To control

the effect of multiple scattering and particle interaction,

analyses were performed at several dilutions in order to

check that the measured size was independent of the

dilution.

2.4 Powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD)

The crystal structure was investigated by powder X-ray

diffraction. Data was collected, at room temperature, with a

Bruker AXS D4 h–2h diffractometer, in the Bragg–Brent-

ano geometry, using filtered Cu Ka radiation and a graphite



secondary-beam monochromator. Diffraction intensities

were measured by scanning from 20 to 80 � (2h) with a

step size of 0.02 � (2h).

Crystalline structures were refined by the Rietveld

method [24] with the FullProf software [25]. The peak

profiles were modeled by pseudo-Voigt functions. The

parameters refined were zero shift (2h), background, scale

factor, unit cell parameters, peak shapes, overall isotropic

thermal factors and U, V, W profile parameters (for

brookite W was used alone). The quality of the fit was

determined visually by inspection of the difference plot and

statistically by the goodness of fit (v2) defined by:

v2 ¼ R wi yio � yicð Þ2= N � Pð Þ ð1Þ

where wi is the weight assigned to each observation, yio

and yic are, respectively the observed and calculated

intensities at the ith step, N is the number of points used in

the refinement, and P is the number of least-square

parameters refined.

The refined FWHM (full-width at half-maximum) of the

lines was used to compute, by the Scherrer’s equation, the

average crystallite size [26]. The instrumental broadening

contribution was evaluated by using a highly crystalline

rutile sample as the standard.

2.5 Specific surface area, pore size distribution

and density

The specific surface areas were computed from the

adsorption isotherms, using the Brunauer-Emmett-Teller

(BET) method [27]. The adsorbate used was nitrogen and

the isotherms were recorded at 77 K, with a Micromeritics

ASAP 2,010 M and a Tristar II 3020. The pore size dis-

tributions (PSD) were computed from the nitrogen

desorption isotherms by the NLDFT method [28] (with

Quantachrome Autosorb-1 software using silica equilib-

rium transition kernel at 77 K, based on a cylindrical pore

model).

Skeletal densities of powders were determined using a

gas pycnometer (Micromeritics AccuPyc 1330) working

with helium. Each experimental value is the average of 10

successive measurements on the same sample.

2.6 Electron microscopy

Conventional TEM observations were performed on a

JEOL 1400 operating at 120 kV. Samples were prepared

by dipping a carbon-coated grid in a sol diluted 50 times by

water. Then the grid was allowed to dry for 48 h at room

temperature. Scanning electron microscopy (FEG-SEM)

analyses were performed, with a JEOL JSM-6700F, on

small glass pieces cut from coated substrates.

3 Results

3.1 Characterization of colloids

3.1.1 XRD

The effect of peptization time on the crystalline structure of

the particles is revealed by the XRD patterns of several

samples taken from the same sol at different time intervals

(Fig. 1). These powder patterns were recorded with xero-

gels obtained after drying the sol samples at 40 �C. The

first one (labelled t = 0) was taken at the end of hydrolysis

and it was almost completely amorphous. After 1 h, even if

the main lines of anatase were identified, the nanoparticles

were still predominantly amorphous. After 4 h the particles

were nanocrystalline and there was very little difference

with a sample taken 6 days after the synthesis. These

patterns correspond to a mixture between two titania

polymorph, anatase (tetragonal, I41/amd, ICDD PDF#01-

073-1764) and brookite (orthorhombic, Pbca, ICDD

PDF#00-029-1360).

Comparison between the patterns of samples taken

6 days and 6 months after the synthesis (not shown in

Fig. 1) revealed negligible differences. Thus the size and

the crystal structure of the nanoparticles are not modified

by aging which is proof of the high stability of these sols.
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Fig. 1 Effect of peptization time on the XRD patterns of sols dried at

40 �C. Patterns for t = 4 h and t = 6 days, correspond to a mixture

between two titania polymorph, anatase (tetragonal, I41/amd, ICDD

PDF#01-073-1764) and brookite (orthorhombic, Pbca, ICDD

PDF#00-029-1360)



Rietveld refinements of the diffraction patterns give

information on the phase composition, the cell parameters

and, from the peak width, the crystallite size of each

polymorph. For xerogels prepared in standard conditions

and dried below 100 �C, the anatase fraction in the mixture

is close to 90%. The anatase cell parameter a is larger

(*3.80 Å) than the value reported for bulk crystals

(*3.78 Å), but the parameter c is lower (9.47 Å instead of

9.49 Å). This has already been observed by Bokhimi et al.

[29]. For brookite, a and b parameters are close to the

values reported for bulk crystals while c is significantly

larger (5.20 Å instead of 5.14 Å). Anatase crystallites have

a size close to 5 nm while the size of brookite crystals

appears slightly larger (5.6 nm). Upon calcination, the

crystallite growth remains small up to 300 �C (*30%).

Above it increases faster; the size at 500 �C is more than

two times larger than at 300 �C. Calcination increases also

the proportion of brookite (*17%) and, at 500 �C, 12% of

rutile is formed. These data are in agreement with the work

of Zhang and Banfield who observed that anatase trans-

forms to brookite and/or rutile, and then brookite further

transforms to rutile [30].

When acetylacetone is added (acacH/Ti = 0.5) the

peaks of brookite are no more visible on the XRD pattern,

the crystallite size decreases to 4 nm, and c parameter

becomes close to the value reported for bulk crystals.

Conducting hydrolysis with pure water (no peptization)

decreases slightly the brookite fraction (*10%) and

increases somewhat the crystallite size (*20%). Using TIP

no diluted in isopropanol has no significant consequence on

the crystalline structure and composition.

The polymer (F127 and PEG2000) addition has no

significant effect on the cell parameters, however the pro-

portion of rutile and the crystallite size are lower than

without polymer. Nevertheless these stabilizing effects

decrease when the EO/Ti ratio exceeds 1.5; PEG2000 and

F127 give similar stabilizing effects.

3.1.2 TEM

The effect of peptization time on particle morphology was

followed using the TEM. Similar to XRD analysis, the

TEM was conducted on samples taken from the same sol at

different time intervals. The sample taken just at the end

of hydrolysis (t = 0) was composed of large particles

([300 nm). The top image of Fig. 2 shows a part of one of

these particles. They have a ‘‘cloudy’’ aspect which is in

agreement with their quasi amorphous structure revealed

by XRD. However, at some of their edges facets are visi-

ble. After four hours the sol was still essentially composed

of large particles (100–200 nm) but now they are clearly

observed as nanocrystalline (Fig. 2, center image) with

particle size of 4–5 nm. At the end of the peptization, after

16 h, the sol contains small chain-like agglomerates having

core size of 25–50 nm. These agglomerates are composed

of loosely packed crystallites of 5–6 nm. This size is in

good agreement with the average size calculated by the

Scherrer’s equation from the peak width of the XRD

patterns.

3.1.3 Zeta potential

The dependence of the f-potential on the pH is shown in

Fig. 3. When the pH is increased the f-potential decreases

quickly to the isoelectric point (IEP), which is about 5.4.

This value is in good agreement with the data reported in

literature [31–37].

When the pH is increased toward the IEP two effects

participate resulting in the decrease of the electrophoretic

mobility. First the particle surface charge density decrea-

ses, second, as no electrolyte was added before the

Fig. 2 TEM images of a titania sol for different times after

peptization



electrophoretic mobility titration, the ionic strength

increases with pH and there is a compression of the double

layer which also reduces the mobility of particles. When

increasing the pH further above the IEP, the effects oppose

each other as both the ionic strength and the particle sur-

face charge density increase.

3.1.4 Particle size distribution by Dynamic Light

Scattering (DLS)

The mean hydrodynamic diameter of particles, measured

on freshly prepared sols by dynamic light scattering, was

found in the range of 300–500 nm. After a few days of

aging the particle diameter decreased to *100 nm. This

change can be seen by simple observation of the sols

appearance. Freshly prepared sols are milky and on aging

they become translucent. Our experimental data are in

rather good agreement with electron microscopy images

and also with the values reported in literature for sols

prepared by hydrolysis of titanium alkoxide in large excess

of acidified water [22, 31, 38–40]. As reported in literature

[31], when the sols are ultrasonicated a marked decrease of

particle size, down to 20 nm, is observed.

3.1.5 Rheology

Rheograms were measured by increasing and then

decreasing the shear rate. For each rheogram the curves

obtained during reversible shear rate-shear stress paths

overlapped, i.e., no hysteresis was observed in any of the

studied sols. Moreover none of the sols exhibited a Bing-

ham plastic behavior (yield stress can always be approxi-

mated to zero). The fitting of the experimental data was

done by the power law rheological model [41]:

r ¼ K _cn ð2Þ

where r is the shear stress (Pa), _c the shear rate (s-1), K the

consistency coefficient, and n the power law index. When

the sols show a Newtonian behavior (n = 1) K is actually

the viscosity, g ¼ r= _c.

In the range of 1–1,000 s-1 this model has an excellent

agreement with the experimental data. Indeed the least

square fitting of experimental data with the model always

gives correlation coefficients better than 0.9999. The effect

of aging, PEG addition and ultrasonication, on K and n

parameters, are highlighted in the graphs presented in

Fig. 4.

Freshly prepared sols show a shear thinning behavior,

with n close to 0.75. On aging this behavior subsides as n

tends toward 0.95. Aging has also a strong effect on K,

which is reduced to a third of its original value, 6 days after

the synthesis. Figure 4a reveals a linear relationship

between K and the logarithm of time.

Figure 4c and d shows that the first addition of PEG

induces significant (*50%) decrease of K and a smaller

increase (*10%) of n on a fresh sol. This effect decreases

and even vanishes completely upon aging.

Figure 4e shows that ultrasonicating the sol for 30 min

strongly decreases K (about 40 times). Irrespective of the

age of the sol the value of K after ultrasonication remains

the same. Figure 4f shows that, after ultrasonication, n

becomes close to 1.

The best fit parameters obtained with a sol prepared

without diluting the TIP with isopropanol before hydrolysis

are similar to those found for a sol prepared in standard

conditions. Thus, although it accelerated the peptization,

conducting the hydrolysis with undiluted TIP does not

seem to modify the aggregation of the particles in the sol.

Finally the best fit parameters for a sol prepared with

addition of acetylacetone to TIP prior to hydrolysis show

that this sol has a Newtonian behavior and a low viscosity.

3.2 Characterization of xerogels

3.2.1 Density

The densities of selected powder xerogels, measured with a

helium pycnometer, are reported in Table 1. The densities

of the xerogels calcined at low temperature (70 �C) are

significantly lower (q * 3.0) than the value calculated

(q * 4) from the crystal cell parameters for a mixture

containing 70% anatase (q = 3.90) ? 30% brookite

(q = 4.12). The density increases with the temperature of
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Fig. 3 Dependence of the f-potential on the pH. The dotted lines are

shown for visual aid



thermal treatment (Fig. 5a), however, even after calcina-

tion at 500 �C, the experimental densities are still lower

than the values calculated from cell parameters.

The addition of PEG does not seem to have a significant

effect on the density but a good correlation is observed

between density and specific surface area (Fig. 5b). Non-

peptized sols give xerogels with a higher density than

peptized sols (first row of Table 1). The data corresponding

to this sample has not been plotted on Fig. 5 graphs.

3.2.2 Specific surface area and porosity

Specific surface area and pore size distribution were

computed from the nitrogen adsorption isotherms recorded

at 77.4 K. The specific surface areas were calculated using

the Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) method [27] and the

pore size distributions (PSD) were computed with software

based by the NLDFT method [28]. The experimental val-

ues obtained with xerogels calcined at various temperatures

are reported in Table 2. The isotherms and their corre-

sponding PSD are plotted in Fig. 6.

Xerogels heated at low temperature contains small

mesopores and *30% of micropores, with pore sizes no

larger than 5 nm. Above 300 �C these micropores are

eliminated, the pore distribution becomes almost symmet-

rical, in the range of 3–6 nm. The micropore elimination is

accompanied by a small decrease in specific surface area

and a significant decrease of the BET C constant. The
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increase of the average pore size (from 3 to 4 nm) produces

an increase in the pore volume. Heating above 300 �C,

produces first a shift of the PSD toward larger size (at

400 �C) followed by a decrease in the porosity. Both these

effects induce a significant decrease in specific surface area.

The specific surface area Sw (in m2/g) of a material

composed of spherical particles, all having the same

diameter D (in nm), can be calculated by the equation:

Sw ¼
6000

qD
ð3Þ

where q is the density of the crystallites (in g cm-3). Using

the cell parameters, the crystallite size and the polymorph

composition obtained from the analysis of XRD patterns, it

is possible to calculate the specific surface area. When

these calculated values, spanning a range from 0 to about

200 m2/g, were plotted against the BET surface area for a

set of 25 xerogels surprisingly, despite the large approxi-

mation implied in this kind of calculation, a linear corre-

lation was observed (coefficient correlation = 0.988). The

slope of the regression line is about 0.76 which could mean

that only 76% of the crystallite surface is accessible to

adsorbent molecules.

In parallel to the XRD study reported above, the effect

of peptization time on the surface and porosity of the

xerogel had been examined. However, it should be men-

tioned that the samples were all degassed at 300 �C before

the adsorption analysis. The main results are summarized

in Table 3. The isotherms and their corresponding PSD are

shown in Fig. 7. The first sample, taken at the end of

hydrolysis, contains only a few small mesopores, in the

range of 2–6 nm. The main nitrogen uptake (66%) is

observed above a relative pressure of 0.9, which corre-

sponds to slit pores with pore size larger than 20 nm. This

porosity probably results from the stacking of the large

particles observed on TEM images (Fig. 2).

After 60 min of peptization, small mesopores are

formed, giving a sharp peak centered at 3 nm. At this point

a significant adsorption (30%) above the relative pressure

Table 1 Effect of calcination temperature and polymer concentration on the density of titania xerogels

Calcination

temperature (�C)

PEG (g/L) BET specific

surface area (m2/g)

Experimental

density (g/cm3)

Relative

error (%)

Crystal

phases

Crystal

density (g/cm3)

70 0 228 3.278 0.21 A ? B 3.90

70 0 196 3.016 0.02 A ? B 3.90

200 0 3.190 0.20

300 0 138 3.510 0.04 A ? B 3.94

500 0 63 3.736 0.12 A ? B ? R 3.97

500 31 124 3.617 0.06 A ? B ? R 3.94

500 36 131 3.555 0.03 A ? B ? R 3.94

500 46 117 3.610 0.02 A ? B ? R 3.95

500 64 101 3.701 0.31 A ? B ? R 3.95

800 0 1 4.203 0.05 R 4.25

In the last column the crystal density is calculated from cell parameters, taking into account the polymorph composition
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of 0.9 is still observed. After 240 min there is a strong

increase in the volume of mesopores associated with a shift

toward larger size. The adsorption above the relative

pressure of 0.9 is still present but it represents only 6% of

the total pore volume.

3.2.3 Thermal analysis

Figure 8 shows the thermogram recorded for a xerogel dried

at 40 �C prepared without acid addition. The total mass loss

is about 8%. Mass spectrometry analysis of the evolved gas

reveals only traces of carbon species (CO2), thus, the mass

loss is essentially a loss of water. DTG curve shows that the

dehydration process occurs in two steps at least. However, a

far better fit of the DTG curve is obtained if a third peak is

added. Based on the shape of the first peak, Gaussian-type

peak was used for the fitting; the peak parameters are

reported in Table 4. As all the peaks start at the beginning

they most likely correspond to parallel processes. The first

peak has a maximum at 106 �C and ends just after 200 �C. In

this experiment it corresponds to a mass loss of less than 3%,

however, the area of this peak is closely related to the drying

time and temperature. This low temperature dehydration is

usually attributed to the removal of weakly adsorbed water.

Table 2 Effect of the calcination temperature on the textural characteristics of xerogel samples prepared in standard conditions

Calcination

temperature (�C)

BET Isotherm Porosity NLDFT

Surface

area (m2/g)

C CC Pore vol

(cm3/g)

Dh (nm) Fit error (%) Scum (m2/g) Vcum (cm3/g)

50 236 181 0.99987 0.12 2.0 0.27 0.23 236 0.11

100 237 150 0.99996 0.12 2.0 0.57 249 0.11

200 223 60 0.99997 0.13 2.3 0.29 0.57 203 0.12

300 221 33 0.99996 0.14 2.5 0.33 0.40 169 0.14

400 124 55 0.99994 0.13 4.2 0.32 0.47 98 0.13

500 62 61 0.99998 0.08 5.2 0.24 0.71 58 0.08

When the density of the sample has been measured, we have calculated the porosity. CC is the correlation coefficient of the least-squares fit

performed on the BET plot and C is the BET constant. The hydrodynamic diameter Dh is calculated from surface area and pore volume assuming

that pores are cylindrical, Dh = 4 V/S
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Fig. 6 Effect of calcination temperature on N2-adsorption isotherms

(bold symbols correspond to the desorption branch) and PSD (inset
graph) computed from N2-adsorption isotherms by the NLDFT

method [28] (with Quantachrome Autosorb-1 software using silica

equilibrium transition kernel at 77 K, based on a cylindrical pore

model)

Table 3 Effect of the peptization time on the textural characteristics of xerogels samples

Peptization

time (min)

BET Isotherm NLDFT

Surface

area (m2/g)

C CC Pore vol cm3/g Dh (nm) Fit error (%) Scum (m2/g) Vcum (cm3/g)

0 34 179 0.99971 0.08 9.4 0.44 30 0.05

60 122 167 0.99956 0.09 3.0 0.13 109 0.08

240 238 51 0.99993 0.15 2.5 0.33 202 0.14

CC is the correlation coefficient of the least-squares fit performed on the BET plot and C is the BET constant. The hydrodynamic diameter Dh is

calculated from surface area and pore volume assuming that pores are cylindrical, Dh = 4 V/S



The second process, representing a mass loss of 2.9%,

gives a broader peak with a maximum at 185 �C which

ends at *350 �C. The water released in this step corre-

sponds to the dehydroxylation of the particle surface. A

quick decrease in surface area and porosity is observed

from a temperature close to the elimination of these

hydroxyl species (Table 2). From the amount of water lost

in this step, the number of hydroxyl group per Ti atom was

calculated; we found OH/Ti *0.28. Now from this value

and the specific surface area, an approximate surface OH

density can be calculated. Using a surface area of 330 m2/g

(value calculated with Eq. 3) for particles having a density

of 3 g/cm3 and a diameter of 6 nm) we found 6.3 OH/nm2.

This value is in good agreement with those already

reported for large surface area titania (*6 OH/nm2) [42].

The third process gives a very broad peak

(FWHM * 220 �C). Its maximum is close to 300 �C and

it ends at 550 �C. We attribute this peak to the slow

removal of the hydroxyl groups trapped inside the particles.

This is a limited diffusion process which ends with anhy-

drous titania. As already reported in a previous study [43]

the removal of these remaining defects corresponds pre-

cisely to the temperature where the exothermal crystalli-

zation into rutile of the metastable anatase and brookite

phases is observed.

The presence of OH groups inside the crystalline

structure has already be related to the titanium deficiency

given by the Rietveld refinement [29]. It could also explain

why the density of xerogels calcined at 500 �C is lower

than that calculated from the cell parameters (Table 1).

Thermal analysis of a peptized sol has been reported before
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Fig. 7 Effect of peptization time on: a N2-adsorption isotherms (bold

symbols correspond to the desorption branch). b PSD computed from

N2-adsorption isotherms by the NLDFT method [28] (with Quanta-

chrome Autosorb-1 software using silica equilibrium transition kernel

at 77 K, based on a cylindrical pore model)
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Fig. 8 Thermogravimetric analysis of a xerogel dried at 40 �C and

prepared without acid addition. This plot shows the experimental TG

and DTG curves as well as the best fit of the DTG curve by three

parallel dehydration processes. The top curve corresponds to the

difference between the experimental curve and the sum of peaks.

Gaussian-type peak was used for the fitting

Table 4 Peak parameters for the decomposition of DTG curve of non

peptized sample of Fig. 8

Peak no. Tmax (�C) FWHM (�C) Area (in wt% water)

1 106 67 2.8

2 185 137 2.9

3 294 220 2.1

Gaussian-type peak was used for the fitting



[43] and, in this case, the mass loss is the sum of nitrate

decomposition and water loss.

4 Discussion

4.1 Synthesis of stable sols

Hydrolysis of titanium alkoxide in a large excess of water,

followed by peptization, is a fast and easy method to pre-

pare colloidal dispersions of titania nanocrystallites in

water [21, 23, 31, 39, 40, 44–47]. The main parameters

which have been recognized as effective to control the size

and the stability of the colloids are the water/alkoxide and

acid/alkoxide ratios, the temperature, and the alcohol

concentration.

The first step is to obtain particles of the smallest pos-

sible dimension by maximizing the hydrolysis rate with

respect to condensation. This is achieved by using a large

excess of acidified water because titanium isopropoxide is

monomeric and very reactive; it can be rapidly and com-

pletely hydrolyzed under acid conditions before conden-

sation starts [48]. The optimum ratio of water to alkoxide

appears to be in the range of 50–100 because it was shown

that above 200 the effect of dilution on particle size

becomes negligible [47] and, using ratio larger than 100,

leads to stable but too diluted sols which will require

preliminary concentration before being used for coatings.

On the other hand, for values lower than 30, some OR

groups can persist due to incomplete hydrolysis [11, 49].

The nanoparticles formed by this rapid hydrolysis have a

high surface energy and they agglomerate rapidly, pro-

ducing large particles which precipitate. As shown in

Figs. 1 and 2 these particles are amorphous because, due to

the fast nucleation rate, the particle growth is governed by

kinetics leading to the formation of the less stable phase

[50]. But this phase is also the most soluble and it will be

progressively replaced by the crystalline phases like

brookite, anatase and rutile. The rate of this crystallization

process depends on the pH and temperature which govern

the solubility.

The second step is the peptization, which starts imme-

diately if acidified water is used, or after the post addition

of acid. As the PZC is close to neutrality, acid addition

results in protonation of surface hydroxyls, increasing the

electrostatic surface charge density of the particles, and

decreasing the interfacial tension [51–53]. This causes the

fragmentation of primary particle agglomerates and also, as

the colloidal particles bear a same sign electric charge, this

prevents their re-aggregation because they mutually repel

each other.

In contrast to hydrolysis, peptization is a slow process

that exhibits first-order kinetics [39] with time constants of

several days [22]. Kinetics studies have shown that the

peptization is slow because it is the result of the simulta-

neous action of two opposing mechanisms, the fragmen-

tation of agglomerates, which is mediated by the peptizing

agent, and the reagglomeration of the fragments, which is

driven by insufficient stabilization of the suspension [22,

40, 44]. Peptization time can be reduced by increasing

either the temperature or the acid concentration [50].

However, this has negative side effects. Decreasing the pH

and increasing temperature increases the titania solubility,

leading to the growth of larger particles at the expense of

smaller ones by a classical dissolution-reprecipitation

mechanism (Ostwald ripening). Moreover secondary par-

ticles are formed by epitaxial self-assembly of primary

particles [21]. Another side effect of increasing the titania

solubility is the progressive transformation of metastable

crystalline phases, like brookite and anatase, into rutile

which is the stable phase. Thus to prepare highly stable sols

it is mandatory to use an acid concentration close to the

minimum amount required for peptization. If needed, the

peptization time can be reduced by ultrasonication.

At this point a question arises, what is the best peptizing

agent, HCl or HNO3? Isley and Penn have shown that using

HCl increases the amorphous content [23]. On aging this

amorphous phase will recrystallize into stable rutile. This

was used as a method to prepare nanocrystallites of rutile

[54]. On the other hand HNO3 is easily decomposed by

heating above 300 �C while it is far more difficult to

remove chloride ions without extensive washings. Thus,

except if the rutile phase is desired, HNO3 seems a better

choice.

Another important parameter, often neglected, is the

presence of alcohol. Vorkapic and Matsoukas have shown

that alcohols have a negative effect on the peptization [40].

They explain this effect by the decrease of the dielectric

constant of the solvent leading to an enhanced rate of

reaggregation. It is also possible that alcohol stabilizes the

amorphous phase formed just after the hydrolysis. Conse-

quently removal of the alcohol reduces the peptization time

and stabilizes the sol. The presence of alcohol cannot be

avoided since, even if no alcohol is added to dilute the

alkoxide, four moles of isopropanol per mole of TIP are

formed as a product of hydrolysis. Probably the easiest way

of removing isopropanol is by evaporation, by conducting

the peptization in an open flask at a temperature close to

the boiling point of the azeotrope isopropanol-water

(80.3 �C).

It is very common to dilute the alkoxide in isopropanol

prior to mixing with water in order to reduce the relatively

high viscosity of the TIP. This is supposed to provide a

more homogeneous nucleation and reduce the growth

process. However, we observed negligible differences in

crystallite size when isopropanol was not added.



In summary, in order to produce highly stable hydrosols

composed of crystallites of the smallest dimension possi-

ble, the optimized synthesis conditions come out to be:

using [H2O]/[Ti] in the range of 50–100, HNO3 as catalyst

and peptizing agent with [H?]/[Ti] = 0.2, hydrolysis

temperature in the range of 50–70 �C, peptization tem-

perature close to 80 �C and allowing isopropanol to

evaporate. These sols will be made up of small aggregates

(*100 nm) of anatase (*90%) and brookite crystallites

(5–6 nm).

It is also possible to prepare stable sols, composed solely

of anatase crystallites (4 nm), by complexing partially the

TIP by acetylacetone before hydrolysis. Acetylacetone

(AcacH) reacts with titanium alkoxides to form mixed

complexes which are more difficult to hydrolyze than

alkoxy group [48]. Upon hydrolysis alkoxy groups quickly

react while all Acac ligands cannot be cleaved even in

presence of a large excess of water [55]. This inhibits the

condensation and either molecular clusters or colloidal

particle can be synthesized depending of the relative

importance of complexing (AcacH/Ti) versus hydrolysis

(H2O/Ti) [56]. Slowing down the condensation favors

anatase formation (slightly more stable than brookite) and

gives smaller crystallites.

The knowledge of the rheological behavior of sols is

mandatory to control the thickness of the coatings. More-

over it gives important information on the interaction

between the particles as well as on aggregate morphology.

We have seen that the flow curves of these titania colloids

can be accurately fitted, in the range of 0–1,000 s-1, with a

power law model. In a previous study [57] we have

observed that the viscosity dependence on particle con-

centration can be predicted by a Batchelor-type model [58]

provided the volume fraction of particles was replaced by

an effective volume fraction of aggregates taking into

account their fractal dimension.

The shear thinning behavior, observed with freshly

prepared sols, is explained because primary particles have a

strong tendency to form aggregates with a chainlike

structure (Fig. 2). The packing density of these clusters

decreases from the center to the edges and it seems prob-

able that the outer edge particles could be disconnected

from such aggregates at high shear rates.

The decrease of viscosity on aging is explained by a

progressive reorganization of the aggregates towards a

more compact packing because the slow peptization will

gradually increase the surface charge of the particles

decreasing the sticking probability.

We observed that the first addition of PEG induced a

marked decrease of the sol viscosity (Fig. 4). This effect

has been already reported both for PEG 2000 [57] and

Pluronic F127 [43]. It was explained by assuming that

polymer adsorption on the titania particles induces a

stabilization by steric effect which in turn decreases the

sticking probability, and leads to progressive reorganiza-

tion of the aggregates toward a more compact packing.

This also explains why this effect decreases and even

vanishes totally upon aging.

It should be emphasized that long term aging affects the

particle organization but does not change either the primary

particle size or the polymorph composition. This is con-

firmed by the perfect overlapping of the XRD pattern

recorded on a fresh sol with the pattern recorded 6 months

latter.

Addition of acetylacetone to TIP prior to hydrolysis

gives a sol composed only of anatase crystallites having a

viscosity similar to an aged sol showing a Newtonian

behavior. This is consistent with small and compact

aggregates and can be explained by adsorption, on the

surface of anatase crystals, of acetylacetone released during

the hydrolysis of the complex.

Ultrasonication is a very efficient way to break the

aggregates (Fig. 4f). The final aggregate size is the same,

irrespective of the age of sol, and the low viscosity

observed is in agreement with the particle size given by

DLS, *20 nm, which corresponds to aggregates contain-

ing just a few primary particles. This was already reported

by Xu et al. [59].

4.1.1 Microstructure of xerogels

We have observed that experimental density is lower than

the crystal density (Table 1). One cause could be the

presence of closed porosity. However, the good correlation

observed between experimental density and the BET spe-

cific surface area (Fig. 5b) let us suppose that experimental

density is lower because there is a layer, at the surface of

the particles, containing adsorbed water and hydroxyl

groups. The global density q of this material will be:

q ¼ mlayer þ mcrystal

Vlayer þ Vcrystal

For 1 g of material, mlayer ? mcrystal = 1 and Vcrystal ¼
mcrystal

qcrystal
¼ 1�mlayer

qcrystal
which leads to: q ¼ 1

Vlayer þ
1�mlayer

qcryst

.

We can consider that mlayer is the mass loss given by the

thermal analysis (actually a part has been attributed to the

removal of hydroxyl groups inside the particles but this

also contributes to the lowering of density). For a non

peptized sample, it corresponds to water, and Vlayer =

mlayer * 0.08 g (8%) which leads to q * 3.23. This is

close to the experimental density qexp = 3.28 (first row of

Table 1).

For peptized sample, the mass loss given by the thermal

analysis is the sum of water and nitrate decomposition, and

mlayer * 0.23 g (23%). However we do not know the



density of this layer containing water and nitrate. Assuming

that Vlayer = mlayer leads to q * 2.37 which is obviously

too low compared to the measured density (*3.0).

From the pore volume of the xerogels, Vpore and their

density, q it is possible to calculate their porosity by the

relation:

e ¼ volume of pores

total volume
¼ Vpore

Vpore þ 1
q

ð4Þ

The xerogels resulting from the drying of the peptized sols

at low temperature (\100 �C) have a pore volume of

0.12 cm3/g (Table 2) and a density of 3 (Table 1). This

gives a porosity of 0.27. This value is very close to the

porosity of a material resulting from close packing of

spherical particles (0.26). Moreover the pore size distribu-

tion is also in very good agreement with a similar material

having a spherical shape with a diameter of 6 nm, since we

observed two peaks at about 1 and 2.5 nm (Fig. 6), corre-

sponding, respectively to the tetrahedral (6 9 0.225 * 1.4)

and octahedral (6 9 0.414 * 2.5) holes.

Thus, as already reported by Xu and Anderson [31, 59],

during the drying the particles arrange to form a compact

material. Due to electrostatic repulsion, which reduces

sticking probability, particle aggregation follows a reac-

tion-limited model and produces dense aggregates.

When the xerogels are heated in air there is an increase

of the porosity up to 300 �C (e = 0.33) because the loss of

weakly bond water and the dehydroxylation are not com-

pensated by the reorganization of the particles. However,

the gain in porosity remains limited. Above 300 �C the

surface hydroxyls, which prevented direct contact between

crystallites, are almost eliminated (Fig. 8). A progressive

growth of the crystallites will occur inducing a reorgani-

zation of the particles accompanied by shrinkage of the

porosity.

Finally it would be quite difficult to obtain, without

additives, porous films from aqueous sols stabilized by

electrostatic repulsion since they always give compact

materials on drying. Xu and Anderson [31] have shown

that, in reducing the repulsive energy by increasing the pH,

the mechanism of aggregation follows a diffusion-limited

model, resulting in spongy structures with porosity which

can exceed 0.5. This of course, leads to unstable sols due to

the reduction in repulsive energy.

To prepare coatings with controlled porosity from stable

hydrosols, a strategy consists of adding a polymer which

adsorbs at the surface of the particles. During the drying

step the polymer will coat the particles and, with a suitable

calcination process, the porosity left by polymer removal

can be retained. As the coordination number is decreased

thermal stabilization is improved [60]. For example addi-

tion of polyethylene glycol (PEG) in titania hydrosols can

significantly improve the surface area and the porosity of

the xerogels obtained after calcination [54, 61]. Addition of

PEG induces an increase of the number of pores, a shift

towards larger pore size, and a broadening of the pore size

distributions. But there is an optimum value for the amount

of PEG, above which the porosity and the surface area

decrease [10].

Furthermore another advantage of addition of PEG is the

elimination of the film cracking and peeling off the sub-

strate very often observed, especially on steel substrates, as

soon as the film exceed a critical thickness [19, 61].

If the polymer is a non-ionic surfactant, like block

copolymers of poly(oxyethylene)-poly(oxypropy1ene)-

poly(oxyethylene)polyethylene, self-assembly (spontane-

ous formation of complex hierarchical structures from

predesigned building blocks [62]) can occur. This allows

an even better control of the porosity. For example addition

of Pluronic F127 provides a higher surface area and

porosity than an equivalent amount of PEG2000 [10]. The

Fig. 9 SEM images of the top surface of a glass plate coated with a

TiO2 sol containing PEG 2000 (top) and Pluronic F127 (bottom). In

both cases the amount of polymer corresponds to EO/Ti = 1



SEM images presented in Fig. 9 show the strong textural

differences between coatings done with sols containing

either PEG2000 or F127. With the copolymer, the large

porosity resulting from the formation of micelles is clearly

visible.

Temperature required for total oxidation of the polymer

can be lowered by taking advantage of the photocatalytic

activity of the titania films; a UV irradiation is applied

before the calcination [63, 64].

Another advantage of polymer addition is obtained if the

polymer is strongly anchored on the surface of particles

because the sol stability is improved through steric stabil-

ization [62, 65]. For example the adsorption of PEG on the

surface of titania nanoparticles is due to the formation of

hydrogen bonds between the titania hydroxyl groups and

either the terminal hydroxyls of PEG (tail adsorption) or

one of the oxygen lone pairs of electrons in PEG ethoxy

groups (train and loop adsorption).

5 Summary

To synthesize, by hydrolysis of the titanium isopropoxide,

nanocrystallite dispersions of titania in water, suitable for

coatings and having long-term stability (more than 1 year)

in terms of polymorphic composition, crystallite and

agglomerate size, we found that the best experimental

conditions are:

(i) water/alkoxide ratio in the range of 50–100

(ii) H?/alkoxide ratio close to 0.2, HNO3 being preferred

vs HCl

(iii) peptization temperature allowing the fast removal of

isopropanol by evaporation (about 80 �C).

In these conditions the sols are composed of aggregates,

with a chainlike structure, of anatase (*90%) and brookite

crystallites (5–6 nm). On aging a progressive reorganiza-

tion of the aggregates toward a more compact packing

occurs. This rearrangement is accompanied by a marked

decrease of the viscosity. It can be quickly obtained by

ultrasonication.

Stable sols composed solely of anatase crystallites

(4 nm) can be prepared by complexing partially the TIP by

acetylacetone before hydrolysis.

It is not possible to produce porous films from these sols

stabilized by electrostatic repulsion because, during the

drying step, the particles arrange to form materials with a

close packed structure. However, coatings with controlled

porosity can be prepared from these hydrosols through the

addition of polymers, like PEG or block copolymers.
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